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1 
; invention relates to electrolytic processing 

oi'm'e'ta'l strip‘an'd ‘is especially directed to'im 
pr, :ements in electrolytic apparatus whereby 

‘be 'nt‘ienyincreasedfjprquucnon of‘ electrolytic 
‘ate .iiie'y :befgattejinegiy with maximum uni 

foimity. of". eating thickness, as compared with 
electrolytic. tin plate "heretofore commercially 
manufactured." ' " , . - , ‘ , 

4 “ ~ / ,lijsheenproposedian electrolytic coating 

1. _ latinglfrnachiriefoi'.,steel,strip‘comprising a 
drum suspended ‘in. a tank, :a'no'des proximate ‘the 
outer suit'iace'jof ‘thejdfrurn, either of ‘tin'and there 
fore soluble,.in’th‘e Hath'toreplace‘ the metal de 
posited on the strip vor els'e'relatively insoluble, 
and means ‘for supplying, electrolyte to ‘the tank 
as'Qthe strip acting "as ‘thecathode is continuously 
moved 'over’thejdrum between it and'the anodes. 
Buemeppemjms of this general character it 

has been "found: difficult; if not" impossible, ‘to 
produce a high-yield'ofi-tin plated's'teel-‘strip with 
satisfactorily uniformthick'nes's of tin coating 
across’ its jwidthi as the ‘ plating current tends to 
concentrateadjacentthe edges of~the strip and 
t-h'us-cause excessive deposition of tin vin those 
areas 'a-scompared‘with the center portion of the 
strip;'while'inon-uniformi ?ow? of ‘electrolyte in 
contactiwith-th'e strip ‘tends-‘to impair I the quality 
of coating when relatively high-rate production 
is attempted-"due to ' spent .solution not being 
?ushed vawayifrom' vithe strip ‘surface with =uni- ‘ 
form. or~sufilicient % rapidity after the tin i ions have 
been deposited _= therefrom: on :the» strip. '~ 

' iM'cr-eoyer; l'the: ' di?i‘culties- >incidentlto I'thread 
ing; striptthroughétheiapparatusatgthel initiation 
oflits'éoperation andxoff-passingithrouch tit :de‘feo 
time welds',->.which unavoidablycoccur iinusecuring: 
togetherxtliecends ofpsuccessive' strips stoxfor‘rrr;av 
continuousmne‘, have served asifurthendeterrents 
toiwideiadoptiqniamieuse-‘Memoirapparatus“ 
v.::.Itii.s therefore:aiprimarypbiect 0f<_tiie-;present 
invention ,to provide improved’ electrolytic» appa 
ratus in which‘ a drum serving as‘a conductor :of 
given polarity contacts,» one .face of a strip while 
the other exposed to contact with a bath of 
electrolyte constantly. renewed with ion-rich 
solution'?owing in a space'between the-strip and 

eotrozdes of - , oppositeapolarity {so 
"tozthe f ' ' 

i 

Another object is to pr ~v'o‘le apparatus of this 
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character in which a plurality of relatively'adé 
justahle electrodes supply current vfor the ele 7 
trolytic treatment and‘ also serve‘as condu . " 
theipassage of 'fresh‘electrolyte intothe loath'and 
into intimate contactwith the strip race; ‘ ' ‘I " 
A further object is to provide apparatus'iir 

which such adjustable ‘electrodes, Iarrarigédl T‘ 
substantially parallel planes spaced .transxiers " 
of the path of ' the strip, ' may .be vselectively ren 
d'ered ineffective in‘ the, ‘electrolytic treatment, 
whereby strips offdi?'erent' widths .rnay readily 
be successively accommod‘ated'ior treatment aliiiv 
likejuniformity“ in the latter attained 'sulo'stanr 

;._ -; tially irrespective" offydi?éijences instrip width...’ 
15 . V . :A still "iurther‘jo‘bjectis to provide :novel means‘ 

for carrying current'to theadjustable electr des 
in such apparatus‘ 'wherehyz- the current is ' e 
tributed along the length r. of ieaqh while QQPQE?" 

. tively ‘positioned ‘,bu‘tv when uin?pevlfativte current 
mayv be ‘withheld therefrom, whereby although‘ 
the electroderema-ins in the electrolytic loathmit: 
hasnqe?cqt-ueonithetreatment beinacarriedout, 
its movement to inOperativemosition.havine' in‘ 
terrunted;its~gfunctioning_ as a conduit for iresh 

=A._s_ti1l furtherobjectds to provide apparatus‘; 
which, .While perhaps primarily .mostns'eful for‘ 
electrolytically‘depositing artin' coating onsteelv 

'. strip;_-in@the-manufacture of commercialtin plate, 
may-also : beiused :fordepositine other metalsiori 
steel or’othermetallicstrips-or may be used-Lion 
electrolytic. cleaning or i pickling . of ‘steel or@ other‘ 
metal 'strips without. change in its structure. 
Other objects,-purposes and advantages of-the 

invention will lhere'in'after ‘more 'fully appear er 
be understood from :the following description/of: 
a preferred. embodiment of it as shownlin the 
accompanying drawings ‘and during which to 
facilitate the disclosure I‘inay ‘emphasize ‘mast 
stronglyits use in tin plating'steelstripias illus 
trative of theseveralyelectrolytic'processes where-‘ 
in itvv may be advantageously employed. ' ‘ 

I In} the‘ said drawingsiFig. ‘l'isavsomewhatdia'e 
grarnniatic side 'elevation‘of the apparatus; ' 
Fig.2 is an end view‘ thereof; 
Fig, 31 is an enlarged vertical "section on incline 

sac-111mg. 2; j ' ‘ " . 

Fig. dis a fragmentary furtherenlarged de 

tail of one anodeclampand-connector assemf Figs. _5 and dare/sectionalfviiews .on lines- 5 ‘ v5~ 

and..6—,.6 respectivelyin Fig. .4; ' ' f > A 

Fig. .7 ;is “a V'fragmen‘tary. enlarged detail shpwe 
ingl several anodes-and- apart of- the-cathode‘ 
in horizontal section} ' ‘ 
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Fig. 8 is a fragmentary enlarged detail of the 
electrolyte inlet pipe and associated parts; and 

Fig. 9 is a fragmentary detail, partly in section, 
of other anode connectors. 
In the several ?gures like characters are used 

to designate the same parts. 
Referring now more particularly to the draw 

ings, the apparatus generally illustrated in Figs. 
1 and 2 comprises a tank T provided with an inlet 
pipe I through which electrolyte may be supplied 
by a pump (not shown) and an outlet pipe 0 for 
removal of spent electrolyte from the tank, this 
pipe having a valve V for maintaining a suitable 
constant level L of the electrolyte therein by 
controlling the ?ow of spent electrolyte therefrom. 
Disposed above the tank on suitable supports (not 
shown) are guide rollers G over which a strip S 
passes in its travel into and from the tank. 
Within the tank is a hollow open-end drum I0 

comprising an inner cylinder II, outer cylinder I2 
and an intervening cylindrical layer of micarta or 
other suitable insulationit, the drum being sup 
ported on ?anged rollers 'I 4, I5 carried in bearings 
I8, I 7 on the sides of the tank. The roller ?anges 
I8 extend radially from the main body of the 
rollers a‘ distance less than the combined radial 
thickness of inner cylinder II and insulation I3 
and the drum as a whole is thus rotatable on its 
own axis while supported on the rollers in metal 
to-metal contact, but with its outer surface, that 
of cylinder I2, electrically insulated from the roll 
ers. If desired the drum may be formed sec 
tionally from a plurality of identical inner and 
outer rings insulated from each other and held 
together axially in any convenient way, but as 
the present invention is not concerned with the 
speci?c construction of the drum no further de 
scription of it is required. 
'Above the drum and supported independently 

thereof, I provide a current collector I9 compris 
ingmeans engaging the drum surface for convey 
ing the electrolyzing current between the drum 
and one pole of the current source (not shown) 
but the speci?c construction of the collector is 
also of no concern in the practice of this inven 
tion, it being adequate for the purposes thereof 
that a, rotatable drum be provided with means 
for electrically.lconnecting it with the current 
source, usually the negative pole of the latter. 
.However, the electrodes of opposite polarity, 
usually the anodes, are of special and novel con 
struction and in accordance with the invention 
a plurality of them are arranged in pairs respec 
tively spaced axially of the drum at suitable in 
tervals; as the anodes comprised in each pair 
are similar though arranged in opposite relation 
with respect to the drum, speci?c description of 
but one such pair is required. Thus each pair 
comprises a leading anode 28, extending generally 
arcuatey from near the bottom of tank T nor 
mal to the drum axis and toward the incoming 
strip and ‘a trailing anode 2i extending corre 
spondingly in the general direction of the out 
going strip. Each anode comprises a curved pipe 
or tube 22 shaped to conform generally to that 
part of the drum it overlies when in operation 
and is supported at one end from a ring or collar 
23 embracing inlet pipe I, the collar having a 
hole extended through it in alignment with the 
passage in the anode, while the inlet pipe is pro 
vided with a port 24 for admission of electrolytic 
?uid from the pipe to each anode when in posi 
tion to communicate therewith through registry 
of the hole in the collar. All these collars are 
movable on the pipe relatively to each other and 
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4 
are provided with gaskets 25 to prevent escape 
of electrolyte between them, and the flow of elec 
trolyte from inlet pipe I into the tank thus requires 
at least some of the anodes be positioned to com 
municate with the pipe, the volume of flow of 
course being in proportion to the number thereof 
so communicating at any given time. 
The anode tubes as noted are curved in general 

conformity with a sector of the drum, and each 
has welded to its inner face an anode bar 30 hav 
ing rounded inner edges and a series of spaced 
ports 3i aligned with corresponding holes in the 
tube, whereby electrolyte introduced under pres 
sure through the inlet pipe I passes through anode 
tube 22 and ports 3i and is projected forcibly 
against the adjacent surface of strip S when the 
anode tube is in communication through port 24 
with the pipe. Alternate anode bars 30 are pro 
vided with arcuately formed hard rubber or other 
dielectric strip guides 32 conforming generally to 
but projecting radially inward a little beyond the 
inner faces of the anode bars, for a purpose which 
will hereinafter appear. 
The upper end of each anode carries an anode 

extension in the form of a relatively ?at upstand 
ing blade 35 projecting between a pair of ter 
minal bars 36 and supporting a contact clamp as 
sembly comprising a pair of rotatable clamping 
discs 31, 38 secured by set screws 39 to a stud 40 
on which threaded collars 4| assist in holding the 
discs ?rmly on the stud but rotatable therewith 
relatively to the anode extension. The discs 31, 
38 are oppositely arcuately and eccentrically bev 
eled on their inner faces to form with blade 35 
grooves receiving the upper correspondingly 
beveled edges of terminal bars 36, one of the discs 
being provided with a clamping rod 42 whereby 
the entire clamp assembly may be rotated to en 
gage terminal bars 36 between the discs and the 
blade or to free the latter therefrom, the bars 
being curved on an are (exaggerated in Figs. 4 
and 9) whose center is the center of inlet pipe I 
about which the entire anode, including its ex 
tension and clamp assembly, is movable as before 
described. Adjacent the base of, and between 
each pair of bars is a thin layer of insulation 44 
within which the blade enters when fully re 
tracted, and as in this position the clamp assembly 
is usually in released position, electrical connec 
tionbetween the base and blade is thus inter 
rupted, but is restored when the clamp is actuated, 
at any position of the anode, to engage the bars. 

Additional connections between the terminal 
base 49, which supports bars 36, and each anode 
are provided by ?exible cables 50, 5| respectively 
secured at points spaced along the curve of the 
anode to anode tube 22 and having severable 
electrical connection with the terminal base 
through plugs 52 provided with tapered heads 53 
and extending through insulating sleeves 54 in 
holes 55 in the terminal base. Nuts 56 on the 
plugs enable the latter to be drawn up so their 
heads engage the adjacent tapered ends of holes 
55 to effect electrical contact with the base, or 
when backed off, to interrupt electrical connec 
tion therewith. 
Itwill thus be apparent that when the clamp 

assembly is operated to engage the bars, and 
especially to hold the corresponding anode in 
operatively adjusted position proximate the drum, 
and the nuts 56 are set up on plugs 52, electrical 
connections are established between the terminal 
base and the anode to distribute current along the 
anode at three spaced points, or at any other 



‘will ' 

' steel" 

saw-rear: 

cables 50, 5~l_“a 
asshé'iate‘d parts"proYidédYFuSiIalIy two- areY'su?i- I 
cieiit andthisf’niiliib'ér‘ thereforlis preferred as, 
suitable under 130st conditions of normal? use of 

1m thermos;- the' ‘0th 
connected. ' with collector 

Td'en? a'nb' understanding of‘ the’hat'ur'e of the“ 
apparatus herein Slfiblllf and‘déscribe'd; reference" 

" ow be~ madeitot‘itsi-‘use? in electrolytic tin“ 
ing'r'o'ne‘ side" bf] ' a 'steeliistri'p‘ is vfrom; which" 

it: beevident’-thiéionlfnlde‘ ' aria-tenant; 
will e ‘plated subséque'nnydmsminar' apparatus-'7 
and 

p :is‘jbutty'pic‘aliof the’seve'ral electrolytic 
treat" ent‘s‘; inéludin‘g»pieklingi,-"cleaning-and the 
like'i’orthe'performancé'of which'the apparatus-is ' 
well'iadapted; Moreover,‘ in‘rth'e description avai1-= 
ability of'a source 'of’electrolyterich?h tin ions" 
Wil'l'bléassumed,iand‘ithis maybe a leaching plant 
in'whi'ch‘itin fore concentrates’ are leached and 
théir tinic'ontentconverted to‘ sodium or potassium 
stann’ate', as‘ithese'alkaline electrolytes are‘ eXcel-' 
lent-solutions ‘from‘which the plate ou't tincoating 
onstderstrip lwith the-aid of my appa'ratus;:as~ it’ 
isle-desirable‘ fronrian economic‘ standpoint that a. 
alkaline,‘v-“lvalu'e‘s'2 be’ conserved; “spent” solution 
drawmfrom'ther‘planng tank is‘ preferably‘re 
turnedtosu'ch- leaching plant for regeneration‘ 
andireire'wal of its tin ion‘ concentration. 
.Mor'e‘oven' thes'aid apparatus requires,- as has . 

been-npted,-a source of current, preferably a low 
'véltaigéidli'rect current-of; about 9 volts 'andiamper 
aglé"'adequate“to provide-up t'o about750‘ to- 1000 ' 
an'i'p'eres, orev'en'rnore'; per square foot ofis'trip 
surface being/subjected? to'jJ'electroly‘tic’ de'posi-v 
non-10f- tin at any onetime.“ the strip is'usually v 
in continuous mom-n through the apparatus! it 
will‘b‘e understoodthe area'u'sed in calculating; 
the‘ ‘current ‘strength ‘is but asmall-portion of the ' 
total area Of any Strip: of'usual'lengthg-bemg a‘ 5'; 
function practically 1solely of the strip" width, 
plating drumdiarnete'r and'plating drum submer 
sion'in the electrolyte‘. v ' “ 

Depending‘ ‘on the strip width‘; either soi'rié or 
all the anodes win actually- contribute to the 
results attained; thoSéTndt fedllir'ed,vsilchlas ‘those 5 
at'the' opposite‘ ends ‘of the groups on either side 
o'f'th‘e druin 'whena'n'arrow strip-is being plated, 
being“ nierely lIiOVr'Qd'tO inoperative position q'orre; 
spondin'g'fgerierallyto' that 'of "anode 2 l at the'left' ' 
inFi'g. 3, With‘it's"cable connections interrupted; ' 
while theanoaés nearer the ("enter or each group 
are positioned‘ opérativeiy nearer'the ’ drum sur- ' 
faée'andl the strip as in the ‘position of anode 20 I 
in said ?gure. Whenthe :s'trip‘is initially threaded 
throu'gh'the apparatuain end is ‘passed ?rst over 
one guide roll, then partially around the drum‘ 
and oyer th'e second’giiide rollwhile all the anodes 
are ‘retracted t0 ‘inoperative position, as‘1 they are ' 
then: spend‘ their ‘maximum di'stance- front-‘mev ‘ 
druin‘; which facilitates the ‘threading operation; ' 
The'leading end is or course then passed to ‘wind; 
irié‘inec'hanisni"(not'shownr or other apparatus, 
sues-as a secondjsirnilar tank Where its other 
si‘defrr'iaybe'plated, but in any case'a substantial } 
“j ’ 'f' ‘_ faintained vorythe‘strip’ and its linear 
r'a e1 through the platihéiapparatus, subject to ‘ 
control by~v ' operator,"maintaine'd vat a speed" 
suite-pied deritii‘embbhdflpigns of ‘temperature; 
él'ééti‘oly?é "815614121311; : 'élli‘r'el'it density " and‘ other“ 

the same wan-and that=thetin plating ‘of ‘ 

e; of; a" source‘ of ele‘ctrolyzing ‘ 
tie with the termihallba’se 49'? 

l the invention is‘: notdi'rectly' concerned§h11t1 i 

factors)attainment? pr ‘diiEiinFg'KibiiQ tiréestrip" ' 
coatingtl’o'f'theidesirerlthiekne ~ 
‘The? electrblyte‘hniayl bé‘FIkeP u-fairlti?hotzdsli‘cln-‘e 

as" at 1 abate-1909' F; when; aiming solutionsfiar’ * 1. 

usedjfor"ti?-platin heat’lrbeinLg-‘isuppli‘e'd eithe by‘fmtnsduem he tloiitliroughlthe'i'nletp * 

I or by po’s't'lonlhg'rstearhi'ihéatihgtnéa?s e - 
like‘ inior near the‘ ta’nléfij- 'The'enetrmytest ngthfl 
of?’ coarse-fie eatenmned -=‘by= radars‘: with? whit ‘ 

order totem-mime its‘? rapid depletion'itiis‘ desirable; 1 
a rainy sllbs'ta??ialilléa?i‘blfessiiliébeapplies]; tiff‘ 
th'eES'lifea'Jn'I ‘Of Sdliltioh'lé?t'erirlg ‘through v'li‘leltllJiiiéf ‘1 
I,_v as‘-ithe"'solutio’n - is" then ejéctedi‘forc'ibly fridmi " 
the‘ anodes Iagai‘n the- strip) surface‘ in- jetsiii 
threaten the-‘-- anode- ; electrolyte‘ ‘ports 31‘ - and? : 

rapidlyst?eeps awaylthe‘ partially spent solutio be'fol‘é‘it'loses S0» mlléhbf itstiir-idni-conten ' 
to'1 ‘the strip‘ as- materially to reduce‘ the-‘Irate 
tirii‘depolsitio?frorh if." surname‘- adjustment 
valve V- with‘ relation to‘ the incoming‘ streamfo 
electrolyte" maintains a -' substantially constant 
liquid level? in the ta‘ provided other "conditions I 
remain substantiallyl'stati'c, and as they‘ cha > gei ~ 

~ the‘ valve may require adjustment from "time 't'di 'r 
tirrie; since any materlal'rising of the nqmdi-evd 
during-‘plating reduces‘ the ‘? current density‘ T and" =' 
consequently may impair the uniformity or thick-'1 
ness of the ?nishedcdatingiiwhileia ‘marked fall 
in - the ‘level, other things being? equal; imfigiht' " 
result-in ‘increasing the‘: current‘ densitv- above; a": 

safeor’desirablefvallieil3'1 ~Y - a- - ~ 1 . ‘ ‘The current density at‘ th“ "r’strip suriac'ef-is-ialso i 1' 

subject *t'oP control» and-modi?cation‘; independ -1 

erltly l of 1 the" current? supplied from the ‘source’, the‘ adjustment of anodes :' relatively yto‘"the“ strip, -5 a 

and as the‘ positions-‘of the right“ le'ftl'ihand 
'anodesz? land 2| ‘in Fig.3 represent respectively“ 
substantiallytheiflihiit-positions of" > adjust: > 
ments) it 7will béleviden-t' that" when n anode‘ is‘ “ 
positioned like anode Z'O-‘in‘s‘aid‘ ?gureiits bar?? 
closely ‘conforms ' to" thelcurvlatur'e‘ of the’stripi’en 
the adjacent drum surface and affordsi-av'r'niniii' 

I mum length of; current-travel through theelec~ 

60 

trolyte 'be'tw'e'en-‘v'thefianode and the strip; result‘-v 
ing in maximumusefurc'urrent'?ow; lam-mallet’;i » 

however,‘ vthe anodes. adjacent the’ t ‘edges ‘of “the strip are backedvoff a'small distance "from'=th'is" 

position to counteract ’ ‘the’ tendency of‘ the icur-I I‘. 
rent. to concentrate atthe strip edge‘srand in‘thisi~ 
Way substantially-uniformcurrent densityiacrossi : 
the strip maintained, ‘all .itcurren't . carrying-1: 
anodesv of course being rclampedito the terminal » 
bars by; their respectiveplamps 'andya1so; cone. 
meted to ‘the terminal has-es: through-setting up; 
02th? nuts anther respective 'connectorl-pluesw rnovement oi the strip ‘in the direction of“ 
the arrow in Fig. 73 in engagement with-the?rjum'r 
rotatesthe latter onitsxroller supports, and ;col 
lector J9,v y be ,sectionalijzed, ; especially-J 

asectionvalizedldrum is used-affords-ade-r 
quate electrical ‘contact with the drum for pas 
sage.prpurientbetweenthe strip and the cur-1, 

_ rent source,"musicompieting the electrolylzing. 
current circuit,‘ anmrapia and'highly uniform = 
plating'of tin ‘on the strip consequently'mayfb'e' 
accomplished?as' long ,asrthe ‘strip continues to be, 
fed to and drawn through the apparatus, electro- ‘7 

7 ly'zvifng‘currént is supplied’and an adequate now of '4 
electrolyte'i's‘maintained? I , _ ., , , 

‘Further' ' re while reference has'th'ug been:v 
made, prihcipallyfto a single fstrijplit ‘will be ‘un- _:' 

tended ’ necessarily w. 
' "asi'n ' e ingot‘a'ndthere 
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of the metal of one original piece, as'a'plurality ‘ 
of strips welded endto end are desirably fed suc 
cessively and‘ continuosly to the apparatus for 
plating. ' Such welds usually produce zones of in 
creased thicknessin the strip as a whole, espe 
cially when the parts are carelessly lapped in 
welding, but such splices and other slight ir 
regularities that may occur in the strip do not 
normally, affect the operation or effectiveness of 
the apparatus,.insulating guides 32 on alternate 
anodes being ordinarily effective to prevent any 
direct contact, between the strip and the anodes, 
such as might tend to short circuit the current 
source. There sometimes occur, however, condi 
tions which result instrip splices vor welds of 
abnormal thickness too great to pass between 
the anodes and the drum with safety when the 
former are in operative position, but as these are 
of rare occurrence and advance warning of their 
presentation'to the machine is normally given, 
itrequires but .a moment for an attendant, when 
or just before such splice reaches the apparatus, 
to loosen the anode clamps and retract the 
anodes, allowing the defective splice to pass 
through and beyond the apparatus without dam 
age to either it or the strip and thereafter to 
reposition the anodes to allow the plating to pro 
ceed as before. , ‘ 

‘As I usually prefer to provide a minimum clear 
ance‘between the strip face and the anode bars 
of about one-quarter inch, it will of course be 
apparent conditions requiringretraction of .the 
anodes as just described, with or without slowing 
or stopping of the strip as preferred, will ordi 
narily be of rare occurrence, but .are mentioned 
herein to emphasize the adaptability of my ap 
paratus to abnormal conditions and to demon 
strate the facility with which they may be met, 
and it is believed its operation under normal as 
well as' abnormal conditions for substantially any 
kind of electrolytic plating or other treatment 
of steel or other metal strips will be evident from 
the foregoing without further description.‘ 

It will be appreciated, however, that when the 
apparatus is used for cleaning or pickling the 
effects of combined electrolytic and mechanical 
action obtainable produce better results than 
either of these used singly or both successively 
in accordance with prior practices, as the me 
chanical impingement of the electrolyte pro 
jected in high velocity jets against the strip sur 
face tends to break up any ?lm of oil. grease, 
scale or the like on the strip while rapidly remov 
ing gases formed at its surface by the electrolytic 
action and also accelerates emulsi?cation of oils 
and greases through mechanically mixing ?nely 
divided particles thereof with the electrolyte 
while current is ?owing in the latter. 

It'is of course to be understood that while I 
have herein described one embodiment of the 
invention with considerable particularity and 
suggested certain expedients which may be re 
sorted to and alterations in conditions through 
modi?cation of various adjustments and/or con 
trols such as those of temperature, current, speed 
of strip travel, electrolytecomposition and ?ow 
and the like, I do not thereby desire or intend to 
limit or con?ne myself thereto or thereby in any 
way, or to the form, construction, arrangement 
or relationship of the several elements and/or 
parts comprised in the apparatus as these and 
numerous other changes and modi?cations such 
as will readily occur to those skilled in the art 
may be made if deemed advisable without de 
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8 
partlng‘from the spirit and scope’of ‘the inven- - 
tion as de?ned in the appended claims. 
Having thus described my invention, I claim 

and desire to protect by Letters Patent of the 
United States: , 

1. In apparatus for progressively subjecting a 
strip to electrolytic action, a vessel for electrolyte 
solution, means for passing the strip therethrough 
along an arcuate path including a substantially‘ 
cylindrical contact element supported for rotation 
about its axis adapted to engage the radial inner 
face of the strip while, traversing said path, a 
plurality of curved electrodes spaced radially out 
ward from said path conforming substantially 
thereto and movableindependently toward and 
away from the element about a common axis 
parallel to the axis of but outwardly spaced from 
said path adjacent the element, each electrode 
having a passage extending arcuately therein 
and apertures directed radially inward therefrom 
toward the axis of said path, a collar surround- , 
ing said ‘common axis supporting each electrode 
from one end thereof and providing a port com 
municating with said passage, a pipe extending 
through all the collars about which said collars 
are respectively, rotatable, the pipe having ports 
respectively communicating with the collar ports 
when the corresponding collars are in positions 
to align their ports therewith, and means for 
supplying electrolyte under pressure to said pipe 
whereby said electrolyte is ejected from the 
apertures selectively in accordance with the 
positioning of the several curved electrodes and 
their supporting collars relatively tovsaid pipe. 

2. Apparatus for progressively subjecting a 
moving strip to electrolytic action comprising a 
drum supported for rotation about a ?xed axis 
and constituting a contact element for the strip 
beneath the surface of a liquid electrolyte, a tank 

I: for holding the electrolyte, means for passing the 
strip partially about the periphery of the drum 
in contact therewith and with said electrolyte, 
a series of curved electrodes partially embracing 
the drum each having a plurality of spaced ports 
directed inwardly toward the axis of curvature of 
the .electrode and a passage communicating with 
the ports, the electrodes respectively conforming 
substantially to arcs of more than 90° on radii 
greater than that of the drum and mounted for 
oscillatory movement in laterally spaced planes 
toward and away from the drum about a common 
axis parallel to the drum axis and lying adjacent 
and radially outwardly spaced from the path of 
the strip about the drum, and an inlet pipe 
coaxial with the paths of oscillatory movement 
of the electrodes having ports respectively posi 
tioned to communicate with the passage in an 
electrode when the latter is at the inner limit of 
its oscillatory movement to enable electrolyte to 
pass from the inlet pipe thereto, said communica 
tion being interrupted when the electrode is at 
the outer limit of said movement. 

3. Apparatus for progressively subjecting a 
moving strip to electrolytic action comprising a 
drum supported for rotation about a ?xed axis 
and constituting a contact element for the strip 
beneath the surface of a liquid electrolyte, a tank 
for holding the electrolyte, means for passing the 
strip partially about the periphery of the drum 
in contact therewith and with said electrolyte, a 
series of curved electrodes partially embracing the 
drum each having a plurality of spaced ports 
directed inwardly toward the axis of curvature 
of the electrode and a passage communicating 
with the ports, the electrodes respectively con 
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forming substantially to arcs of more than 90° 
on radii greater than that of the drum and 
mounted for oscillatory movement in laterally 
spaced planes toward and away from the drum 
about a common axis parallel to the drum axis 
and lying adjacent and radially outwardly spaced 
from the path of the strip about the drum, sup 
porting means for the electrodes having spaced 
ports respectively conforming to and positioned 
to register with the passages in the electrodes 
when each of the latter is disposed substantially 
at the inner limit of its oscillatory movement, 
communication between the supporting means 
and the electrodes through said ports being 
progressively restricted as the electrodes approach 
the outer limit of said movement. 

4. In apparatus for progressively subjecting a 
strip to electrolytic action, a vessel for electrolyte 
solution, means for passing the strip there 
through along an arcuate path including a sub 
stantially cylindrical contact element supported 
for rotation about its axis adapted to engage the 
radial inner face of the strip while traversing said 
path, a series of axially spaced curved electrodes 
disposed radially outward from said path and 
conforming substantially thereto, and a ported 
tubular member having its axis parallel to that 
of said path but outwardly spaced from the path 
pivotally supporting an end of each electrode for 
oscillatory movement of the electrodes toward 
and away from the element about the axis of 
said tubular member, each port in the latter com 
municating through an electrode passage with a 
plurality of inwardly directed spaced apertures 
in the electrode for discharging electrolyte from 
the tubular member through the electrode pas 
sages and apertures radially inward toward said 
path. 

5. Apparatus for progressively subjecting a 
moving strip to electrolytic action comprising a 
drum supported for rotation about a ?xed axis 
and constituting a contact element for the strip 
beneath the surface of a liquid electrolyte, a tank 
for holding the electrolyte, means for passing the 
strip partially about the periphery of the drum 
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10 
in contact therewith and with said electrolyte, 
a series of curved electrodes partially embracing 
the drum each having a plurality of spaced ports 
directed inwardly toward the axis of curvature of 
the electrode and a passage communicating with 
the ports, the electrodes respectively conforming 
substantially to arcs of more than 99° on radii 
greater than that of the drum and tubular sup 
porting means for the electrodes positioned ad 
jacent the drum and supporting the electrodes 
for oscillatory movement in laterally spaced 
planes toward and away from the drum about 
a common axis parallel to the drum axis and 
lying adjacent and radially outwardly spaced 
from the path of the strip about the drum, said 
tubular means having spaced outlets each con 
forming to and positioned to register with one 
end of the passage in a corresponding electrode 
for introducing electrolyte into the electrode pas 
sage for projection through the electrode ports 
toward said path when the electrode is at the 
inner limit of its permissive movement, com 
munication through said outlet being progres 
sively restricted as the electrode is moved toward 
the outer limit of its said movement. 

CARL G. JONES. 
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